
INTRO : PSA Peugeot Citroën chose to rise up the challenge to create a respectful vehicle of 
the environment. For that, the Group develops an unpublished technology hybridizes gasoline 
and pressed air called Hybrid Air. The technology HYbrid Air is a step towards the 
2,0l/100km. (95 g of CO2 / km.)

¤ PSA Peugeot Citroën unveiled a new hybrid  technology of motor: Gasoline/air pressed 
called Hybrid Air, who adjusts himself in a autonomous manner according to the behavior 
(comportement) of each on three possible modes: Zero emission, thermal or mixed. This 
technology will be offered on vehicles of the segment B starting with 2016, like for example the 

Peugeot 208, 2008 and Citroën C3.

¤ HYbrid Air, the evidence 

The specifications of this technology behaved (comporte) clear objectives: the reduction of 
the consumption and of the emissions of CO2 with an accessible technology in price.

¤ HYbrid Air: Operation principle

HYbrid Air combines two energies to reach his better yield according to the different 
situations. This technology calls on to certain new components in the automobile universe but 
already used in other sectors (such as the aeronautics). HYbrid air is constituted:

- Of a reservoir of energy, containing of the air under pressure, arranged under the floor of the
car, 

- Of a low-pressure reservoir, 

- Of a hydraulic part constituted by an engine and by a pump, installed under the hood (capot).

The thermal engine is the 3 cylinder gasoline of last generation. He benefits from the most 
modern technologies.

 So HYbrid air presents the advantage to be compatible with what already exists.

¤ HYbrid air: 3 modes: air ( ZEV), Gasoline (Essence), mixed

The innovative element resides in the adaptation of the engine to the driving. The engine 
regulates alone on one of the three modes of possible driving: zero emission, thermal engine 
or mixed.

According (suivant, en fonction) to the situation of driving, the controller selects the mode 
which allows the best yield.

In the mode Air (ZEV), only the energy contained in the compressed air motorizes the 
vehicle. This mode is so without consumption of gasoline and without CO2 emissions, it is 
optimal for an urban traffic.

In mode Gasoline, only the thermal engine pulls the vehicle. It is particularly adapted on road 
and highway at constant speed.



The mixed mode is intended (destiné) in particular for the parts between city and roads 
(accelerations). He combines both energies in special proportions to reach the optimal 
consumption.

The reservoir of energy is reloaded in the deceleration (braking).

¤ HYbrid air: a model of innovative R&D

The HYbrid air technology is so the result of a project having mobilised 200 people. These 
people worked in association with suppliers, as for example Bosch. The HYbrid air 
technology was developed in financial partnership with Ademe (the French Agency of the 
Environment and the Control of the Energy).

How the HYbrid air technology works?

 Vidéos

ALL THAT IT IS NECESSARY TO KNOW:

The reason behind this innovation?

 To answer the worldwide challenges of greenhouse gas reduction (gaz à effet de serre)
 To propose to our customers, cars equipped with a new hybrid technology affordable 
to the great majority in terms of price

What is it exactly?

- An innovative combination of technologies: a gasoline engine, an energy store (stock énerg.)
in the form of compressed air, a hydraulic motor-pump assembly and an automatic 
transmission.

- The smart control system adapts the operating mode to the driver's requests and optimises 
the efficiency in three different modes: ZEV (Zero Emission Vehicle), gasoline and 
combined.

What are the benefits for users?

Consumption

• 69 g CO2/km i.e (c-a-d) 2.9 l/100 km for a type of car such as Citroën C3, Peugeot 
208, 2008

• Savings (gains) of 45% in city driving, offering an  increasing (augment.) of 90% of 
autonomy compared to a normal engine

A comfortable and pleasant drive

• 60% to 80% in ZEV ( Zero Emission Vehicle)mode in city driving

No compromise



• Vehicle space maintained (boot...)

• Reliable and robust: an essentially mechanical system, for easier and more economical
maintenance (entretien) 

• Small environmental footprint: easily recyclable materials

A technology for all customers

• Affordable

•  Can be sold on many markets

• Applicable  for the B vehicle (82 hp, thermal engines), C (110 hp, thermal engines)

Patents & Partners

• 80 patents filed (déposés) by PSA Peugeot Citroën

• Strategic partners in this technology: Bosch and Michelin

In Conclusion: With the technology HYbrid air, Peugeot innovates for the environment 
and his customers on all the automobile markets. Indeed, this new powertrain associates 
gasoline and compressed air to answer the stakes (enjeux).

It is an important step towards the objective of reduction of the consumption to only 2,0l / 
100km. This technology will join to the improvement (amélioration) of engines and to the 
lightening (allègement) of cars.

The HYbrid air technology has a system of smart piloting with 3 modes: air ( ZEV), Gasoline 
and Combined.
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